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a b s t r a c t
The essential subtoposes of a fixed topos form a complete lattice, which gives rise to the
notion of a level in a topos. In the familiar example of simplicial sets, levels coincide with
dimensions and give rise to the usual notions of n-skeletal and n-coskeletal simplicial sets.
In addition to the obvious ordering, the levels provide a stricter means of comparing the
complexity of objects, which is determined by the answer to the following question posed
by Bill Lawvere: when does n-skeletal imply k-coskeletal? This paper, which subsumes
earlier unpublished work of some of the authors, answers this question for several toposes
of interest to homotopy theory and higher category theory: simplicial sets, cubical sets, and
reflexive globular sets. For the latter, n-skeletal implies (n+1)-coskeletal but for the other
two examples the situation is considerably more complicated: n-skeletal implies (2n−1)-
coskeletal for simplicial sets and 2n-coskeletal for cubical sets, but nothing stronger. In
a discussion of further applications, we prove that n-skeletal cyclic sets are necessarily
(2n+ 1)-coskeletal.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider a geometric morphism between toposes B and A, i.e., a functor B → A with a finite limit preserving left
adjoint. If the right adjoint is fully faithful, we say that B is a subtopos of A. If the left adjoint itself has a left adjoint, then
we say thatB is an essential subtopos ofA, in which case we have a diagram:
A i∗
⊥
⊥
/ B
i∗
Y
i!

The right adjoint inclusion of B into A is a geometric morphism, which we think of as the sheaf inclusion of the essential
subtopos. By contrast, the left adjoint inclusion, sometimes called ‘‘essentiality’’, is not typically a geometric morphism,
though in examples this is often the more natural way to think about objects of the subtopos in the context of the larger
topos.
Kelly and Lawvere show that the essential subtoposes of a given topos form a complete lattice [7]. In light of this result,
each such subtopos B is referred to as a level of A. For each level B, i!i∗ defines a comonad skB and i∗i∗ defines a monad
coskB onA such that skB is left adjoint to coskB .
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For example, suppose A is the topos of presheaves on some small category ∆. Any fully faithful inclusion i : ∆′ ↩→ ∆
induces functors
Set∆
op
i∗
⊥
⊥
/ Set(∆
′)op
i!
~
i∗
`
where i∗ is restriction and i! and i∗ are left and right Kan extensions. These functors exhibit Set∆
′op
as an essential subtopos
of Set∆
op
. Up to isomorphism, the functor i∗ is a common retraction of i! and i∗, which are both fully faithful. This situation
has been called unity and identity of opposites [9,10].
An object A ofA isB-skeletal if A ∼= skBA; likewise A isB-coskeletal if A ∼= coskBA. A levelB ′ is lower than a levelB if the
skeletal and coskeletal inclusions ofB ′ intoA factor through the skeletal and coskeletal inclusions, respectively, ofB inA.
In the above example, the category of presheaves on a full subcategory∆′′ ↩→ ∆′ is lower than the category of presheaves
on ∆′ . A level B ′ is way below a level B if in addition its skeletal inclusion into A factors through the coskeletal inclusion
ofB inA, i.e., ifB ′-skeletal impliesB-coskeletal. The smallest levelB in the lattice of essential subtoposes ofA for which
this condition holds, if such a level exists, is called the Aufhebung ofB ′, terminology introduced by Lawvere in deference to
Hegel [10].
In three toposes which have been important for the study of homotopy theory and higher category theory – simplicial
sets [4] [14], cubical sets [6], and reflexive globular sets [16] – levels coincide with dimensions: the category of presheaves
on a small category is equivalent to the presheaves on its Cauchy completion. Up to splitting of idempotents, the distinct full
subcategories of, e.g., the simplicial category∆ are the categories∆n on objects [0], . . . , [n] for each natural number. Thus,
dimensions classify the essential subtoposes of the category of simplicial sets; a similar proof works for the other examples.
For these toposes, a level n is lower than a level k precisely when n ≤ k, and the question of determining the Aufhebung of
the level n can be stated more colloquially: when does n-skeletal imply k-coskeletal?
Naively, one might hope that n-skeletal implies (n+ 1)-coskeletal, and for reflexive globular sets this is indeed the case,
as was first observed by Roy [15]. A reflexive globular set is a presheaf on the glob category G, with the natural numbers as
objects and maps of the form σ , τ : n → n+ 1 such that τσ = σσ and ττ = στ and ι : n+ 1→ n such that ισ = id = ιτ .
For reflexive globular sets, n-skeletal implies (n+ 1)-coskeletal:
Example 1.1. A reflexive globular set is n-skeletal if and only if the only globs above level n are identities and (n + 1)-
coskeletal if and only if there exists a unique filler for each parallel pair of k-globs, for k > n. Hence, the arrows of any
parallel pair of k-globs for k > n are both equal to the identity k-glob on (necessarily equal) domain and codomain. Such
pairs are filled uniquely by their image under ι. This shows that n-skeletal implies (n + 1)-coskeletal, and it is easy to
construct examples to show this implication is as strong as possible.
However, for simplicial sets or cubical sets, the situation is rather more complicated. Some of this work was done over
20 years ago [17] but was never published. In light of continued interest in this problem [11] [12], the authors thought it
was important that this work enter the literature in an easily accessible form.
The main goal of this paper is to determine the Aufhebung relation in two particular cases, that of simplicial sets and
cubical sets. We will show in Theorems 2.14 and 3.21 that the Aufhebung relation for cubical sets is 2n and for simplicial
sets is 2n− 1. The upper bound on the Aufhebung for simplicial sets is due to Zaks [17] and the upper bound for cubical sets
is due to Kennett and Zaks [8]. The remaining author provided the examples which prove that these bounds are optimal and
cleaned up the exposition.
The combinatorics involved in the proof for cubical sets is simpler, sowe begin in Section 2with this case, even though the
proof for simplicial sets was discovered first. In Section 3, we provide a complete proof for simplicial sets without reference
to cubical sets, so that the reader who is only interested in that topos can skip directly there. Note that we have adopted
similar notation for the face and degeneracymaps of simplicial and cubical sets to emphasize the analogy between the proofs
for these toposes. As a result, notation introduced in Section 2 is redefined in Section 3. Due to the logical independence of
these sections, there should be no danger of confusion.
Remark 1.2. The apparent similarities in the arguments we present for the cubical and simplicial cases are related to the
fact that the simplicial category∆ and the cube category I are both Reedy categories such that the degree-lowering arrows
are uniquely determined by the set of their sections. (This last fact enables the proof of the Eilenberg–Zilber lemma.) We
expect that the combinatorial arguments presented in this paper could easily be adapted to similar situations, but without
any other examples in mind, we were insufficiently motivated to do so ourselves.
We conclude both sections with a discussion of potential generalisations of these results that describes what seems to
be possible as well as highlighting several pitfalls. In particular, we prove in Section 3 that the Aufhebung relation for cyclic
sets, another topos of interest to homotopy theorists, is between 2n − 1 and 2n + 1. We hope that these remarks will aid
future investigations relating to this problem.
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2. Aufhebung of cubical sets
There aremany variants in the notion of cubical sets [5], which are defined to be presheaves on various cubical categories.
We present the most elementary notion, popularized by Kan [6]. Other versions of the cubical category contain the one
described here, and for some of these variants, we expect that some results can be deduced from this one. See Remark 2.15.
Wewrite I for the poset category 0 < 1. Note that I is an interval object: there are twomaps ι : ∗ → I with ι = 0, 1 from
the terminal category to I and a projection I → ∗ that is a common retraction of these maps. The cube category I ⊂ Cat is
the free monoidal category containing an interval object.
Concretely, its objects are the elementary cubes In for each n ∈ N. Its morphisms are generated by the elementary face
and degeneracy maps, defined on coordinates by
δiι : In−1 ↩→ In where δiι = ⟨π1, . . . , πi−1, ι, πi, . . . , πn−1⟩, (i = 1, . . . , n; ι = 0, 1)
σ i : In  In−1 where σ i = ⟨π1, . . . , πi−1, πi+1, . . . , πn⟩, (i = 1, . . . , n),
where πk denotes the kth projection map for the product. These maps satisfy the following relations
δjιδ
i
υ = δiυδj−1ι i < j (1)
σ jσ i = σ iσ j+1 i ≤ j (2)
σ jδiι =

δiισ
j−1 i < j
id i = j
δi−1ι σ j i > j.
(3)
The category I has many of the good properties of the simplicial category ∆. Every morphism of I can be expressed
uniquely as a composite µϵ of a monomorphism µ and an epimorphism ϵ. Every epimorphism ϵ : In → Im can be
factorised uniquely as σ j1 · · · σ jt , where 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jt ≤ n. These are precisely the coordinates of the domain which
are deleted. Every monomorphism µ : Im → In can be factorised uniquely as δi1ι1 · · · δisιs , where n ≥ i1 > · · · > is ≥ 1. The
monomorphism µ inserts the coordinate ιk at position ik.
Definition 2.1. The unique factorisation of a morphism of I into a product of the form
δi1ι1 · · · δisιsσ j1 · · · σ jt
as described above is called the canonical factorisation of the morphism.
The cube category I also has a strict monoidal structure inherited from the cartesian monoidal structure on Cat, which is
perhaps the main advantage over∆.
A cubical set is a functor X : Iop → Set. We will write Xn for the image of the object In under the functor X and call
elements of this set n-cubes. Each arrow τ : Im → In in I gives rise to a function Xn → Xm whose value at x ∈ Xn is denoted
by xτ . An n-cube x is degenerate if there exists an epimorphism ϵ : In → Im withm < n and anm-cube y such that x = yϵ.
Write In for the full subcategory of I on the objects I1, . . . , In. The essential subtopos SetI
op
n of the category SetI
op
of cubical
sets induces a pair of adjoint functors skn ⊣ coskn on SetIop . Concretely, the n-skeleton sknX of a cubical set X consists of
those cubes x ∈ Xm such that there exist y ∈ Xk with k ≤ n and an epimorphism ϵ : Im → Ik in I such that x = yϵ. As in
the Introduction, a cubical set X is n-skeletal if it is isomorphic to its n-skeleton, i.e., when each m-simplex with m > n is
degenerate.
Definition 2.2. A k-sphere or k-cycle c in X is a sequence of (k− 1)-cubes c01 , c11 , . . . , c0k , c1k satisfying the cycle equations
cιj δ
i
υ = cυi δj−1ι for i < j. (4)
Example 2.3. Let cιi = xδiι for some k-cube x in a cubical set X . Then c is a k-sphere in X .
As in the Introduction, X is n-coskeletal if it is isomorphic to cosknX . Concretely, this says that for any k-sphere in X with
k > n there is a unique k-cube y such that yδiι = cιi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k and ι = 0, 1.
Importantly, we have an Eilenberg–Zilber type lemma for cubes.
Lemma 2.4. For each x ∈ Xn, there is a unique pair (y, ϵ) consisting of a non-degenerate y ∈ Xk with k ≤ n and an epimorphism
ϵ : In → Ik with x = yϵ.
Proof. Existence is obvious. For uniqueness, suppose x = yϵ and x = y′ϵ′ satisfy these conditions, where y ∈ Xk and y′ ∈ Xk′ .
Let µ and µ′ be sections for ϵ and ϵ′ respectively. Then
y = yϵµ = xµ = y′ϵ′µ.
Since y is non-degenerate, the epimorphism portion of the canonical factorisation of ϵ′µmust be trivial; thus ϵ′µ : Ik → Ik′
is a monomorphism. By a similar argument for µ′ and ϵ we have a monomorphism ϵµ′ : Ik′ → Ik. So k = k′, which means
that these monomorphisms are both identities, and hence that y = y′. It follows that µ is a section for both ϵ and ϵ′. In the
cube category I, a section uniquely determines its retraction; hence ϵ = ϵ′. 
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When x = yϵ as in the lemma, we say that x has degeneracy n − k and write dgn(x) = n − k. Note, the canonical
factorisation of ϵ will have the form σ i1 · · · σ in−k .
Lemma 2.5. Let x be an n-cube. Then for ι = 0, 1 and all appropriate i
dgn(xσ i) = dgn(x)+ 1
dgn(xδiι) ≥ dgn(x)− 1.
Proof. Obvious using Lemma 2.4. 
The degenerate cube xσ i has x for its 0th and 1st faces, perpendicular to the ith coordinate direction. All other faces
are degenerate, even if x is non-degenerate. We are interested in identifying which faces of a degenerate cube are least
degenerate. Hence, the following definition.
Definition 2.6. Say that 1 ≤ i ≤ n reduces an n-cube xwhen dgn(xδiι) = dgn(x)− 1 for some ι.
Remark 2.7. Note, if x is reduced by i then
xδi0 = (xδi1σ i)δi0 = xδi1(σ iδi0) = xδi1.
There are several equivalent characterisations of this condition, as indicated by the following lemma, whose proof is an
easy exercise.
Lemma 2.8. The following are equivalent:
(i) i reduces x.
(ii) dgn(xδi0) = dgn(xδi1) = dgn(x)− 1.
(iii) the epimorphism of the Eilenberg–Zilber decomposition of x deletes the ith coordinate.
(iv) σ i appears in the canonical factorisation of the epimorphism in the Eilenberg–Zilber decomposition of x.
(v) x = xδiισ i for some ι.
(vi) x = xδi0σ i = xδi1σ i.
Note the following obvious but useful consequence of these equivalent characterisations.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose x and y are n-cubes which are both reduced by i. If xδiι = yδiυ for some ι and υ then x = y.
Themain technical tool in the computation of the Aufhebung relation for cubical sets is the following proposition, which
we will use to show that spheres consisting of highly degenerate cubes can be filled by a cleverly chosen degenerate copy
of one of the least degenerate constituent faces.
Proposition 2.10. Let X be a cubical set which is n-skeletal and let c be a k-sphere with faces c01 , c
1
1 , . . . , c
0
k , c
1
k , all degenerate.
Let r be the minimal degeneracy of the faces cιi and let m be the smallest ordinal with dgn(c
ι
m) = r for some ι. If k < 2r + 2 then
this sphere is filled by cιmσ
m.
Proof. Suppose dgn(cιm) = r withmminimal. Wewill make repeated use of the setM = {j1, . . . , jr} of ordinals that reduce
cιm; i.e., writeM for the set of ordinals which appear in the canonical factorisation σ
j1 · · · σ jr of the epimorphism part of the
Eilenberg–Zilber decomposition of cιm.
By a dimension argument,M ⊂ {1, . . . , k− 1}. In fact, because we chosem to be minimal, each j ∈ M is such that j ≥ m:
if j < m reduces cιm then by the cycle equations,
r − 1 = dgn(cιmδjυ) = dgn(cυj δmι )
which means dgn(cυj ) = r , contradicting our choice ofm.
First, we show that c0m = c1m. For any j ∈ M and some fixed υ ,
r − 1 = dgn(cιmδjυ) = dgn(cυj+1δmι ) (5)
by the cycle equations. Because r is the minimal degeneracy of the faces of c , this says thatm reduces cυj+1 whichmeans that
cυj+1δ
m
0 = cυj+1δm1 by Lemma 2.8. By applying the cycle equations to both sides of this equality, we see that the δjυ faces of c0m
and c1m are equal and Lemma 2.9 implies that c
0
m = c1m.
Henceforth, we write cm for c0m = c1m. We wish to show that cιu = cmσmδuι for all faces of c. Immediately from (3),
cιm = cmσmδmι for ι = 0, 1. We complete the proof by dividing the remaining faces into three cases.
Part I: (cιj+1 = cmσmδj+1ι for j ∈ M). By (5),m reduces cιj+1 when j ∈ M . Hence,
cιj+1 = cιj+1δmι σm = cmδjισm = cmσmδj+1ι
by (4) and then (3), recalling that j ≥ m. This is what we wanted to show.
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Part II: (cιu = cmσmδuι for all u < m). If u < m then cιu must be reduced by at least r + 1 ordinals in {1, . . . , k − 1}, by
minimality ofm. If k− 1 < 2r + 2 then at least one of these lies in the r + 1 element set {m− 1} ∪M . Call this element p.
Then we have
cιu = cιuδpυσ p p reduces cιu
= cυp+1δuι σ p cycle equation (u < p+ 1)
= cυp+1σ p+1δuι cubical identity.
If p = m− 1 this is exactly what we want. Otherwise, p ∈ M and cυp+1 = cmσmδp+1υ by Part I. By substitution
cιu = cmσmδp+1υ σ p+1δuι
= cmδpυσmσ p+1δuι cubical identity (m < p+ 1)
= cmδpυσ pσmδuι cubical identity
= cmσmδuι p reduces cm.
This is what we wanted to show.
Part III: (cιu = cmσmδuι for u > m and u− 1 /∈ M). Let
K = {m} ∪ {j+ 1 | j ∈ M, j+ 1 < u} ∪ {j | j ∈ M, j+ 1 > u}.
Because u− 1 /∈ M and u > m, K has r + 1 elements. Tautologically, K ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k− 1}. Because cιu is reduced by at least
r elements, if k− 1 < 2r + 1, there is a p ∈ K that reduces cιu.
Case 1: (p < u so either p = m or p− 1 ∈ M). If p = m then
cιu = cιuδmι σm m reduces cιu
= cιmδu−1ι σm cycle equation (m < u)
= cιmσmδuι cubical identity
as desired. If p− 1 ∈ M , then
cιu = cιuδpι σ p p reduces cιu
= cιpδu−1ι σ p cycle equation (p < u)
= cιpσ pδuι cubical identity
= cmσmδpι σ pδuι Part I
= cmδp−1ι σ p−1σmδuι (3) then (2) (m < p)
= cmσmδuι p− 1 reduces cm
which is the desired conclusion.
Case 2: (p ≥ u and hence p ∈ M).
cιu = cιuδpι σ p p reduces cιu
= cιp+1δuι σ p cycle equation (u ≤ p)
= cιp+1σ p+1δuι cubical identity
= cmσmδp+1ι σ p+1δuι Part I
= cmδpι σ pσmδuι (3) then (2) (m ≤ p)
= cmσmδuι p reduces cm.
Combining these cases, we have shown that if k < 2r + 2 then cιu = cmσmδuι for all u = 1, . . . , k and ι = 0, 1. Hence,
cmσm is a filler for the k-sphere c. 
In order to use Proposition 2.10 to prove that n-skeletal implies 2n-coskeletal, we must also show that the filler it
constructs for high dimensional spheres is unique. This follows from the following lemma, which states that degenerate
cubes are uniquely determined by their boundaries.
Lemma 2.11. If x and y are two degenerate k-cubes in X with the same faces, i.e., if xδiι = yδiι for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and ι = 0, 1, then
x = y.
Proof. Because both x and y are degenerate there is some i that reduces x and some j that reduces y. If i = jwe are done by
Lemma 2.9, so we suppose without loss of generality that i < j. Then
x = xδiισ i = yδiισ i = yδjισ jδiισ i = yδiισ iδjισ j = xδiισ iδjισ j = xδjισ j
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using the hypothesis that x and y share the same faces, the definition of i and j, and the cubical identities. This says that j
reduces x as well as y and the conclusion follows by Lemma 2.9. 
It is easy to check that a 0-skeletal cubical set is 1-coskeletal. For larger n, we use the preceding work to prove our main
result.
Theorem 2.12. If a cubical set is n-skeletal, it is 2n-coskeletal. Hence, the Aufhebung relation for the topos of cubical sets is
bounded above by 2n.
Proof. We must show that any k-sphere in an n-skeletal cubical set X with k > 2n can be filled uniquely. The inequality
k > 2n can be rewritten as k < 2(k−1−n)+2. The faces of a k-sphere are (k−1)-cubes, which therefore have degeneracy
at least k− 1− n. Applying Proposition 2.10, any k-sphere has a filler. By Lemma 2.11, it is unique. 
Example 2.13. Let X be the n-skeletal cubical set generated by a single vertex v and two n-cubes x and y, with each face
equal to the (n− 1)-cube vσ 1 · · · σ n−1. We define a 2n-sphere with faces
cιi =

xσ 1 · · · σ n−1 1 ≤ i ≤ n
yσ n+1 · · · σ 2n−1 n < i ≤ 2n.
No cube of X contains both x and y as faces, so this sphere has no filler.
Theorem 2.14. The Aufhebung relation for the topos of cubical sets is 2n.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.12 and the preceding example, which shows that an n-skeletal cubical set is not
necessarily (2n− 1)-coskeletal. 
Remark 2.15. In the literature, there are a plethora of so-called cubical categories C: e.g., cubical categories with partial
diagonals, conjunctions, connections, interchange, etc. These typically contain I as a non-full subcategory. The categories C
are usually not Reedy categories, but are often generalised Reedy categories, in the sense of Berger and Moerdijk [1]. For
such categories, one may again describe canonical factorisations, which are typically only unique up to isomorphism.
For any of these examples, levels again coincide with dimensions. When the canonical factorisations inC are particularly
nice, restriction along the inclusion I→ Cwill be compatiblewith the skeletal and coskeletal inclusions of the levels, though
this is by no means always the case. The example of cubical categories with partial diagonals has this nice property, and a
straightforward argument due to Kennett and Zaks [8] can be used to prove that the Aufhebung relation is again 2n.
More frequently, the restrictions are compatible with only one of the level inclusions. In particular, whenever some
epimorphisms in C cannot be factored as an epimorphism in I followed by something else, n-skeletal presheaves on Cwill
not be n-skeletal as presheaves on I. Nonetheless, the above results at least provide a bound for the Aufhebung relation. This
sort of situation is discussed in Corollary 3.22.
3. Aufhebung of simplicial sets
Let ∆ be the category of finite non-empty ordinals and order preserving maps. The objects of ∆ are the ordered sets
{0, 1, 2, . . . , n} denoted by [n] for each non-negative integer n. The morphisms of ∆ are order preserving maps. These are
generated by the elementary face and degeneracy maps: for each n there are n+ 1 monics,
δ0 ≥ δ1 ≥ · · · ≥ δn : [n− 1] → [n]
such that the image of δi does not contain i and there are n epics
σ 0 ≤ σ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ σ n−1 : [n] → [n− 1]
such that two elements map to i ∈ [n]. Explicitly,
σ i(j) =

j j ≤ i
j− 1 j > i δi(j) =

j j < i
j+ 1 j ≥ i.
These maps satisfy the following relations
δjδi = δiδj−1 i < j (6)
σ jσ i = σ iσ j+1 i ≤ j (7)
σ jδi =
δ
iσ j−1 i < j
id i = j or i = j+ 1
δi−1σ j i > j+ 1.
(8)
Any arrow of ∆ can be written uniquely as a composite µϵ of a monic µ and an epic ϵ. Each monic µ : [m] → [n] can
be factorised uniquely as µ = δi1δi2 . . . δis where n ≥ i1 > i2 > · · · > is ≥ 0 are the elements of [n] which are not in the
image of µ. Each epic ϵ : [n] → [m] is uniquely of the form ϵ = σ j1 · · · σ jt where 0 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < jt ≤ n − 1 are the
elements j ∈ [n]with ϵ(j) = ϵ(j+ 1).
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Definition 3.1. The unique factorisation of a morphism of∆ into a product of the form
δis · · · δi1σ j1 · · · σ jt
as described above is called the canonical factorisation of the morphism.
A simplicial set is a functor X : ∆op → Set. We will write Xn for the image of the object [n] under the functor X . Elements
of Xn are called n-simplices. Each arrow τ : [m] → [n] in ∆ gives rise to a function Xn → Xm in Set whose value at x ∈ Xn
is denoted by xτ . Alternatively, a simplicial set X consists of sets Xn for each n together with right actions by the δi, which
take n-simplices to (n− 1)-simplices, and the σ j, which take n-simplices to (n+ 1)-simplices. An n-simplex x is degenerate
if there exists epimorphism ϵ : [n] → [m]withm < n and anm-simplex y such that x = yϵ.
Write∆n for the full subcategory of∆ on the objects [0], . . . , [n]. The essential subtopos Set∆opn of the category Set∆op of
simplicial sets induces pair of adjoint functors skn ⊣ coskn on Set∆op . Concretely, the n-skeleton sknX of a simplicial set X is
the subcomplex of X that is formed by all x ∈ Xk such that there exist y ∈ Xm withm ≤ n and an epimorphism ϵ : [k] → [m]
in∆ such that x = yϵ. As above, a simplicial set X is n-skeletal if it is isomorphic to its n-skeleton, i.e., when each k-simplex
with k > n is degenerate.
Definition 3.2. An k-sphere or k-cycle c in X is a sequence of (k− 1)-simplices c0, . . . , ck satisfying the cycle equations
cjδi = ciδj−1 for i < j. (9)
Example 3.3. Let ci = xδi for some k-simplex x in a simplicial set X . Then c is a k-sphere in X .
As in the Introduction, X is n-coskeletal if it is isomorphic to cosknX . Concretely, this says that for any k-sphere in X with
k > n there is a unique k-simplex y such that yδi = ci for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
The following lemma is very important.
Lemma 3.4 (Eilenberg–Zilber Lemma). For each x ∈ Xn, there is a unique pair (y, ϵ) consisting of a non-degenerate y ∈ Xk with
k ≤ n and an epimorphism ϵ : [n] → [k] with x = yϵ.
Proof. Similar to 2.4 or see [4, pp 26-27]. 
When x = yϵ as in the lemma, we say that x has degeneracy n − k and write dgn(x) = n − k. Note, the canonical
factorisation of ϵ will have the form σ j1 · · · σ jn−k .
Lemma 3.5. Let x be an n-simplex. Then for 0 ≤ i ≤ n
dgn(xσ i) = dgn(x)+ 1
dgn(xδi) ≥ dgn(x)− 1.
Proof. Obvious using Lemma 3.4. 
Using (8), the degenerate simplex xσ i has x as its ith and (i+ 1)th faces and degeneracies for all of the other faces, even
if x is non-degenerate. We will be interested in identifying which faces of a degenerate simplex are least degenerate. Hence,
the following definition.
Definition 3.6. Say i ∈ [n] reduces an n-simplex xwhen dgn(xδi) = dgn(x)− 1.
Lemma 3.7. Let x be an n-simplex and suppose 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The following are equivalent:
(i) i reduces x
(ii) x = xδiσ i or x = xδiσ i−1.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Write x = yϵ as in Lemma 3.4. If ϵδi is not epic, it factors through [k− 1], which contradicts the fact that
dgn(xδi) = n − k − 1. Hence, ϵδi is epic, which means that ϵ(i) = ϵ(i − 1) or ϵ(i) = ϵ(i + 1). In the first case, ϵ = ϵδiσ i
and in the second ϵ = ϵδiσ i−1, which implies (ii).
(ii)⇒ (i). Let j = i− 1 or j = i, as appropriate. By (ii) and Lemma 3.5,
dgn(x) = dgn(xδiσ j) = dgn(xδi)+ 1 ≥ dgn(x).
So the inequality is an equality and i reduces x. 
By the lemma, if i reduces x then x is a degenerate copy of its ith face. Either, this ith face appears as the ith and (i+ 1)th
faces of x, in which case x = xδiσ i; or it is the (i − 1)th and ith faces, in which case x = xδiσ i−1. To enable subsequent
accounting, we artificially choose to prefer the former and introduce terminology to distinguish these situations.
Definition 3.8. Say i ∈ [n] properly reduces xwhen x = xδiσ i.
Example 3.9. If x = yσ i, then
x = yσ i = y(σ iδi)σ i = yσ i(δiσ i) = xδiσ i
by (8). So i properly reduces x.
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Remark 3.10. It follows from the computation in 3.9 that i properly reduces x if and only if σ i appears in the canonical
factorisation of the epimorphism of the Eilenberg–Zilber decomposition of x. In particular, x is properly reduced by exactly
dgn(x) ordinals.
Lemma 3.11. If i properly reduces x, then i+ 1 reduces x but not necessarily properly.
Proof. Assuming i properly reduces x, then
xδi+1σ i = (xδiσ i)δi+1σ i = xδi(σ iδi+1)σ i = xδiσ i = x,
which says that i+ 1 reduces x by Lemma 3.7. 
Lemma 3.12. If i reduces x but i does not properly reduce x, then i− 1 properly reduces x.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, if i reduces x but not properly, then x = xδiσ i−1. By substitution and (8),
xδi−1σ i−1 = xδiσ i−1δi−1σ i−1 = xδiσ i−1 = x,
which says that i− 1 properly reduces x. 
It will be clear from the following lemma that the converse to Lemma 3.12 does not hold.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose x = yϵ with y non-degenerate and ϵ epic. Then i properly reduces x precisely when ϵ(i) = ϵ(i+ 1).
Proof. If ϵ(i) = ϵ(i+ 1) then ϵδiσ i = ϵ, so xδiσ i = x, which says that i properly reduces x. Conversely, if yϵδiσ i = yϵ, we
saw in the proof of Lemma 3.7 that ϵδi is epi, so by uniqueness ϵ = ϵδiσ i and hence ϵ(i) = ϵ(i+ 1). 
The main technical tool in the computation of the Aufhebung relation for simplicial sets is the following proposition,
which we will use to show that spheres consisting of highly degenerate simplices can be filled by a cleverly chosen
degenerate copy of one of the least degenerate constituent faces.
Proposition 3.14. Let X be a simplicial set which is n-skeletal, and let c be a k-sphere in X whose faces c0, . . . , ck all have
degeneracy at least 2. Let r be theminimal degeneracy the faces ci and letm be the smallest ordinal with dgn(cm) = r. If k < 2r+3
then this sphere is filled by cmσm.
To aid the proof of this proposition, we use some technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.15. Let c be a k-sphere in X with all faces degenerate. Let r be the minimal degeneracy of the faces c0, . . . , ck, and let
m be the first ordinal with dgn(cm) = r. Suppose j reduces cm. Then
(a) j ≥ m and m properly reduces cj+1.
(b) Furthermore, cj+1 = cmσmδj+1.
(c) If m reduces cm, then m properly reduces cm and cm = cm+1.
Proof. (a) If j reduces cm and j < m, then dgn(cjδm−1) = dgn(cmδj) = r − 1. By minimality of r , dgn(cj) = r , contradicting
minimality of m. Hence j ≥ m. By the cycle equations, dgn(cj+1δm) = dgn(cmδj) = r − 1; but dgn(cj+1) ≥ r , which means
thatm reduces cj+1. Ifm does not properly reduce cj+1 thenm−1 does, in which case dgn(cm−1δj) = dgn(cj+1δm−1) = r−1,
contradicting minimality ofm. Som properly reduces cj+1.
(c) If m reduces cm, then m properly reduces cm because m − 1 cannot. Taking j = m in part (a), we see that m properly
reduces cm+1. By the cycle equations and the fact thatm properly reduces cm and cm+1, we deduce that
cm = cmδmσm = cm+1δmσm = cm+1.
(b) By part (a),m properly reduces cj+1. If j > m,
cj+1 = cj+1δmσm = cmδjσm = cmσmδj+1
by (9) then (8). If j = m, σmδm+1 = id and the conclusion follows immediately from (c). 
Lemma 3.16. Let c, X , r , m be as above. Then there are least r + 2 faces cu of c such that dgn(cu) = r and cu = cmσmδu.
Proof. Let ϵ be the unique epimorphism the Eilenberg–Zilber decomposition of cm, and let
M = {j | ϵ(j) = ϵ(j+ 1)}
be the set of indices m ≤ j ≤ k − 2 that properly reduce cm; the lower bound is from Lemma 3.15 and the upper bound is
by a dimension argument. By Remark 3.10, |M| = r . By Lemma 3.11, if l ∈ [k − 1] is the smallest ordinal not in M , then l
reduces cm also.
Let j ∈ M ∪ {l}. Then
dgn(cj+1δm) = dgn(cmδj) = r − 1,
which implies that dgn(cj+1) = r . This gives us a set of r + 2 elements of degeneracy r
{cm} ∪ {cj+1 | j ∈ M} ∪ {cl+1}.
Each of these faces also satisfies cu = cmσmδu; the first one trivially by (8) and the remaining r + 1 by Lemma 3.15 (b). 
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In Proposition 3.14, we will show that a sufficiently degenerate sphere c is filled by cmσm wherem is the smallest ordinal
corresponding to a face of minimal degeneracy. In order for cmσm to fill the sphere c , we must have
cm+1 = cmσmδm+1 = cm.
The hardest part of the proof will be verifying this condition, so we tackle this first.
Lemma 3.17. Let X be a simplicial set which is n-skeletal, and let c be a k-sphere in X whose faces c0, . . . , ck all have degeneracy
at least 2. Let r be theminimal degeneracy of the faces ci, and let m be the smallest ordinal with dgn(cm) = r. If any of the following
hold, then cm = cm+1.
(a) m reduces cm.
(b) some j properly reduces both cm and cm+1.
(c) m reduces cm+1 and dgn(cm+1) = r.
(d) k < 2r + 3.
In particular, if k < 2r + 3, then cm = cm+1.
Proof. (a) This is shown in Lemma 3.15 (c).
(b) By Lemma 3.15 (a), j ≥ m and by part (a) just completed, it suffices to assume that j > m. Then
cm+1 = cm+1δjσ j j properly reduces cm+1
= cj+1δm+1σ j cycle equations (m < j)
= cmσmδj+1δm+1σ j Lemma 3.15 (b)
= cmδjσ jσmδm+1 (8) then (8) then (7) (m < j)
= cmσmδm+1 j properly reduces cm
= cm (8).
(c) By the cycle equations
dgn(cmδm) = dgn(cm+1δm) = r − 1
som reduces cm. Apply part (a).
(d) In light of (a), we assume that m does not reduce cm. In light of (c), we assume that either dgn(cm+1) > r (which
will eventually lead to a contradiction) or that m does not reduce cm+1. By Lemma 3.11, there are at least r + 1 ordinals
0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1, j ≠ m, that reduce cm. By the assumptions just made, there are likewise at least r + 1 ordinals 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1,
j ≠ m, that reduce cm+1. So if k− 1 < 2r + 2, then there is some j that reduces both cm and cm+1. Then
cm+1δj = cj+1δm+1 cycle equations (m < j)
= cmσmδj+1δm+1 Lemma 3.15 (b)
= cmσmδm+1δj simplicial identity
= cmδj.
Let ymσ j1 . . . σ jr be the Eilenberg–Zilber decomposition of cm. Because j reduces cm, at least one of σ j or σ j−1 appears in
this sequence; let s be the index such that js = j if possible and js = j − 1 otherwise. By repeated application of (8), the
Eilenberg–Zilber decomposition for cmδj is
ymσ j1 · · · σ js−1σ jsσ js+1−1 · · · σ jr .
Similarly, let cm+1 = ym+1σ i1 . . . σ ir′ and let it = j if possible and take it = j − 1 otherwise. The Eilenberg–Zilber
decomposition of cm+1δj is
ym+1σ i1 · · · σ it−1σ itσ it+1−1 · · · σ ir′−1
and by the above computation, these must be equal. Using the uniqueness statement, it follows that r ′ = r (which means
that dgn(cm+1) = r), s = t , ym = ym+1, and the sequences of elementary degeneracies (excluding σ js and σ it ) agree. In
particular, because r > 1, we can apply (b) to conclude that cm = cm+1. 
Finally, we can prove Proposition 3.14. Unfortunately, despite the lengthy preparation, this will still be considerably
harder than it was to prove the analogous result for the topos of cubical sets.
Proof of Proposition 3.14. We must show that cu = cmσmδu for all 0 ≤ u ≤ k. Let M be the set of indices which properly
reducem, and let l be one greater than the largest element ofM . As we saw in the proof of Lemma 3.16, each j ∈ M satisfies
m ≤ j ≤ k− 2 and |M| = r .
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In Lemma 3.16, we showed that cu = cmσmδu for the r + 2 element set
{m} ∪ {j+ 1 | j ∈ M} ∪ {l+ 1}.
In Lemma 3.17, we proved the difficult case u = m + 1. We divide the remaining proof into three parts, each with a few
cases.
Part I: (cu = cmσmδu for all u < m). If m = 0 this case is vacuous, so we may assume m > 0. If u < m then cu must
be properly reduced by at least r + 1 ordinals in [k − 2] since cm is of minimal degeneracy and the first ordinal of such
degeneracy. If k − 1 < 2r + 2 then cu must be properly reduced by at least one ordinal in the set {m − 1} ∪ M . Call this
element p. Note that u < m implies u ≤ p also. By the hypothesis, (9), and (8),
cu = cuδpσ p = cp+1δuσ p = cp+1σ p+1δu. (10)
If p = m− 1, this is what we intended to show.
If p = m, then by part (c) of Lemma 3.15, cm = cm+1 and by hypothesis m properly reduces cm. We use these facts to
compute
cu = cm+1σm+1δu (10)
= cmσm+1δu Lemma 3.15 (c)
= cmδmσmσm+1δu m properly reduces cm
= cmδmσmσmδu (7)
= cmσmδu m properly reduces cm
as desired.
If p > m,
cu = cp+1σ p+1δu (10)
= cmσmδp+1σ p+1δu Lemma 3.15 (b)
= cmδpσ pσmδu (8) then (7) (m < p)
= cmσmδu p properly reduces cm
as desired.
Part II: (cu = cmσmδu for u ≥ m with dgn(u) > r). By Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17, dgn(u) > r implies that u ∉
{m,m+ 1} ∪ {j+ 1 | j ∈ M} ∪ {l+ 1}. Let
K = {m} ∪ {j+ 1 | j ∈ M, j+ 1 < u} ∪ {j | j ∈ M, j+ 1 > u}.
BecauseM ⊂ {m, . . . , k− 2}, K ⊂ {m, . . . , k− 1}. In fact, we can deduce that k− 1 /∈ K : k− 1 ∈ K is only possible if u = k
is properly reduced by k− 2, in which case u = l+ 1, contradicting the above.
Because u−1 /∈ M and u > m, |K | = r+1. Because dgn(cu) > r , there are at least r+1 elements of [k−2] that properly
reduce cu. If k− 1 < 2r + 2, then there is some p ∈ K that properly reduces cu. We will use this p to finish the proof for this
case.
Case 1: (p = m). We have
cu = cuδmσm = cmδu−1σm = cmσmδu
by (9), (8), and the fact that we may take u > m+ 1. This is what we wanted to show.
Case 2: (m < p, u = p + 1). Inspecting the definition of K , we see that p − 1 properly reduces cm. By Lemma 3.11, it
follows that p reduces cm so by Lemma 3.15, cu = cmσmδu as desired.
Case 3: (m < p, u > p+ 1). As above, u > p and p ∈ K implies that p− 1 ∈ M , which says that p− 1 properly reduces
cm. We compute
cu = cuδpσ p p properly reduces cu
= cpδu−1σ p cycle equations (p < u)
= cmσmδpδu−1σ p Lemma 3.15 (b)
= cmσmδpσ pδu simplicial identity (p+ 1 < u). (11)
If p > m+ 1, it follows that
cu = cmδp−1σ p−1σmδu (8) then (7)
= cmσmδu p− 1 properly reduces cm
as desired. If p = m + 1, (11) simplifies to cu = cmσm+1δu. We saw above that p − 1 = m properly reduces cm. It follows
that
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cu = cmσm+1δu
= cmδmσmσm+1δu m properly reduces cm
= cmδmσmσmδu simplicial identity (7)
= cmσmδu m properly reduces cm
completing this case.
Case 4: (m < u ≤ p). If p ∈ K and p ≥ u, then p ∈ M . This says that p properly reduces both cu and cm. We compute
cu = cuδpσ p p properly reduces cu
= cp+1δuσ p cycle equations (u ≤ p)
= cmσmδp+1δuσ p Lemma 3.15 (b)
= cmδpσ pσmδu (8) then (8) then (7)
= cmσmδu p properly reduces cm
which is what we wanted to show.
Part III: (cu = cmσmδu for u > m + 1 with dgn(u) = r , not already covered by 3.16). It remains to consider
u ∉ {m,m+ 1} ∪ {i+ 1 | i ∈ M} ∪ {l+ 1}. We use the set K defined in Part II.
Because dgn(cu) = r , there are r elements of [k − 2] that properly reduce cu. Unless cu is properly reduced by the r
element set {k− 1− r, . . . , k− 2}, Lemma 3.11 implies that there are r + 1 elements of [k− 2] that reduce cu. In this case,
k− 1 < 2r + 2 implies that there is some p ∈ K that reduces cu, though not necessarily properly.
If cu is properly reduced by the set {k − 1 − r, . . . , k − 2} and further if none of these ordinals lie in K , we must have
K ⊂ {m, . . . , k − 2 − r}, which necessitates r ≤ k − 2 − r . We have assumed that k < 2r + 3, so the first inequality is
an equality and K = {0, . . . , r}, and hence m = 0. The elements of K all reduce cm, so by Lemma 3.15 (b), we may assume
u > r+ 1. It follows thatM = {0, . . . ,m− 1} and cu is properly reduced by r+ 1, which we take for p in this ‘‘pathological’’
case.
We will use the chosen p, however it was obtained, to complete the proof.
Case 1: (p < u). By the above, either p ∈ K or p is 2 greater than the maximal element ofM . However we have chosen p,
Lemma 3.16 applies. Using the cycle equations,
dgn(cuδp) = dgn(cpδu−1) = r − 1.
If p = m, this says that u− 1 reduces cm, so we are done by Lemma 3.15 (b). So we may suppose that p > m, in which case
u > m+ 1. Then
cpδu−1 = cmσmδpδu−1 Lemma 3.16
= cmδu−1σmδp (6) then (8) (m+ 1 < u).
The degeneracy of the left-hand side is r − 1 by the above calculation; hence, u − 1 reduces cm by Lemma 3.5. We apply
Lemma 3.15 (b) to achieve the desired result.
Case 2: (p ≥ u). Note that u > m + 1, so p > m in this case. The inequality p ≥ u excludes the ‘‘pathological’’ case and
implies that p ∈ M . Because u > m+ 1
cuδp = cp+1δu cycle equations
= cmσmδp+1δu Lemma 3.15 (b)
= cmδu−1σmδp (6) then (8) (m+ 1 < u).
By hypothesis, dgn(cuδp) = r − 1, so by Lemma 3.5, u − 1 reduces cm. Again apply Lemma 3.15 (b) to achieve the desired
result.
Combining these (many) cases, we have shown that if k < 2r + 3 then cu = cmσmδu for all u = 0, 1, . . . , k. Hence σmδu
is a filler for the k-sphere c in X . 
In order to use Proposition 3.14 to prove that n-skeletal implies (2n − 1)-coskeletal, we must also show that the filler
it constructs for high dimensional spheres is unique. This follows from the following lemma, which states that degenerate
simplices are uniquely determined by their boundaries.
Lemma 3.18. If x and y are degenerate simplices with the same faces, i.e., if xδi = yδi for all i, then x = y.
Proof. Since x and y are degenerate we can write them as x = x′σm and y = y′σ n. If |m − n| ≤ 1 then without loss of
generalitym ≥ n and
x′ = x′σmδm = xδm = yδm = y′σ nδm = y′
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by (8). Ifm = n it is clear that x = y. Ifm = n+ 1,
y′ = yδn = xδn = x′σ n+1δn = x′δnσ n
and
x = x′σ n+1 = x′δnσ nσ n+1 = x′δnσ nσ n = y′σ n = y
by (7).
If |m− n| > 1, then
(δmσm)(δnσ n) = (δnσ n)(δmσm) (12)
by the simplicial identities. By the computation in Example 3.9,m properly reduces x and n properly reduces y. In fact, using
(12), the same is true withm and n reversed:
x = xδmσm = yδmσm = yδnσ nδmσm = yδmσmδnσ n = xδmσmδnσ n = xδnσ n
and similarly y = yδmσm. It follows that
x = xδnσ n = yδnσ n = y. 
Any 0-skeletal simplicial set is 1-coskeletal: there exists a path of 1-simplices connecting each pair of vertices in any
sphere of dimension k > 1. It follows that each of the vertices are the same and the sphere can be filled by the unique
degenerate k-simplex on that vertex. Any 1-skeletal simplicial set is 2-coskeletal: any sphere of dimension k > 2 contains
at most one non-degenerate edge. It follows that the initial s vertices are the same and the final k + 1 − s vertices are the
same. From this point, it is easy to identify the unique non-degenerate filler.
For larger n, we use the preceding work to prove our main result.
Theorem 3.19. If a simplicial set is n-skeletal with n > 1, it is (2n − 1)-coskeletal. Hence, the Aufhebung relation for the topos
of simplicial sets is bounded above by 2n− 1.
Proof. Let X be an n-skeletal simplicial set and c be a k-sphere in X with k > 2n − 1. The cases n = 2 and k = 4 can be
proven by considering which degenerate 3-simplices have faces which satisfy the cycle equations. Such an argument does
not require the difficult combinatorics of Proposition 3.14, and the details are left to the reader.
In general, the inequality k > 2n− 1 can be rewritten as
k < 2k− 2n+ 1 = 2(k− 1− n)+ 3.
The faces of c are (k − 1)-simplices, which must have degeneracy at least k − 1 − n which is greater than 1 in all cases
which remain, so we may apply Proposition 3.14 to conclude that c has a filler. The filler is necessarily degenerate, so by
Lemma 3.18 it is unique. This shows that X is (2n− 1)-coskeletal, as desired. 
Example 3.20. Let X be the n-skeletal simplicial set, n ≥ 3, generated by a single vertex v, distinct (n− 1)-simplices x′ and
y′ whose faces are degeneracies at v, and two n-simplices x and y with xδ0 = x′, yδn = y′, and all other faces of x and y
degeneracies at v. Let c be the simplicial (2n− 1)-sphere with
c0 = · · · = cn−1 = xσ 0 . . . σ n−3 and cn = · · · = c2n−1 = yσ n · · · σ 2n−3.
No simplex of X contains both x′ and y′ as faces; hence, this sphere has no filler.
Theorem 3.21. The Aufhebung relation for the topos of simplicial sets is 2n− 1.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.19 and the preceding example, which shows that an n-skeletal simplicial set is not
necessarily (2n− 2)-coskeletal. 
The results of this section can be used to compute a narrow bound on the Aufhebung relation for the topos of cyclic
sets. We hope the details of this application will inspire others who are interested in comparing toposes which exhibit an
analogous relationship.
Connes’ cyclic category Λ is a generalised Reedy category of interest to homotopy theorists [2,3], [13]. It bears the
following close relationship to ∆: these categories have the same objects and a morphism [n] → [m] of Λ can be written
uniquely as a cyclic automorphism of [n] followed by an arrow [n] → [m] of ∆. Levels in the topos of cyclic sets, that
is, presheaves on Λ again coincide with dimensions. However, restriction along the inclusion ∆ ↩→ Λ only respects the
coskeletal inclusions of the essential subtoposes, which complicates the comparison. Nonetheless, the results of this section
have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.22. The Aufhebung relation for the topos of cyclic sets is between 2n− 1 and 2n+ 1.
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Proof. The categoryΛ is generated by the face and degeneracy maps of∆ together with cyclic automorphisms τn : [n] →
[n] of degree n + 1 satisfying certain relations. See [13, Ch. 6] for details. The underlying simplicial set of a cyclic set is its
image under the restriction functor SetΛ
op → Set∆op .
A cyclic set X is k-coskeletal if and only if its underlying simplicial set is k-coskeletal: a k-sphere in a cyclic set X is a
morphism from the (k − 1)-skeleton of the cyclic set represented by the object [k] ∈ Λ to X . Concretely, such a sphere
consists of the usual faces c0, . . . , ck, together with rotations of these faces, satisfying certain relations. A simplicial sphere
in a cyclic set determines a unique cyclic sphere of the same dimension: rotations of the faces will automatically satisfy
the desired conditions. Furthermore, a filler for the simplicial sphere uniquely fills the cyclic sphere because the rotations
of the simplicial filler will have the desired properties. Conversely, every filler for the cyclic sphere provides a filler for the
underlying simplicial sphere in the underlying simplicial set. So a cyclic set is k-coskeletal as a cyclic set if and only if the
underlying simplicial set is k-coskeletal.
By contrast, an n-skeletal cyclic set is (n + 1)-skeletal as a simplicial set. This follows most immediately from the
presentation of the cyclic category Λ as the category generated by the simplicial face and degeneracy maps together with
an extra degeneracy map σ n : [n] → [n − 1] for each n. This ‘‘extra degeneracy’’ satisfies the analogous relations, except
that σ nδ0 is an automorphism of [n − 1] of order n; this was denoted by τn−1 above. An n-simplex in the image of σ n is
degenerate, when X is regarded as a cyclic set, but not when X is regarded as a simplicial set. However, any epimorphism in
Λ can be expressed as a product σ j0 · · · σ jt where an ‘‘extra degeneracy’’ appears as σ j0 , if at all, and nowhere else. It follows
that the dimension of a degenerate simplex changes at most by one when we regard the cyclic set as a simplicial set.
We may now compute a bound for the Aufhebung relation. Given an n-skeletal cyclic set, it is (n + 1)-skeletal as a
simplicial set, and so (2n+ 1)-coskeletal as a simplicial set, by Theorem 3.19. By the above discussion, this implies that the
cyclic set is (2n+ 1)-coskeletal. Hence, the Aufhebung relation is at most 2n+ 1.
For the lower bound, let X be the cyclic set that is generated by the simplices described in Example 3.20. It is n-skeletal as
a cyclic set. (Note however that its underlying simplicial set is (n+1)-skeletal and larger than the simplicial set described in
the example.) The sphere described in the example cannot be filled for the reasons given above. So X is an n-skeletal cyclic
set which is not (2n− 2)-coskeletal. 
We actually expect that the Aufhebung relation for cyclic sets is 2n − 1, based on the following intuition: the top
dimensional non-degenerate simplices of an n-skeletal cyclic set, regarded as an (n+1)-skeletal simplicial set, are rotations
of degenerate simplices, and we do not expect the process of rotation to substantially affect the combinatorics. We include
Corollary 3.22 more as an illustration of potential extensions of our results than as a definitive analysis of the essential
subtoposes of this topos.
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